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Wallenberg in Hungary
e purpose of this short study (only 116 pages of text
and footnotes) is to provide the Hungarian political context for the humanitarian mission of Raoul Wallenberg
in Budapest in the last months of World War II. Andrew
Handler contends that the previous studies of Wallenberg
have created “misleading images and perceptions” and
have led to “inaccurate interpretations and conclusions”
(p. x). He emphasizes the key role of various representatives of the Hungarian state apparatus as collaborators, to
a greater or lesser degree, with Wallenberg, and asserts
that without the covert aid of such individuals Wallenberg’s eﬀorts would have had lile or no success.

Szalasi. Making good use of recently published memoirs
and the records of the trials of Szalasi and his colleagues
in 1946, Handler throws new light particularly on the
role played by the Foreign Minister, Gabor Kemeny; and
by a journalist, Pal Szalai. Yet here too the author’s account is far from comprehensive, and neither here, nor in
a one-page conclusion, does he convincingly argue the
point that Wallenberg could not have succeeded without the assistance of these individuals. Given the title
of the book, surprisingly lile aention is paid to the
actual activities of Wallenberg in Budapest. Moreover,
the sources Handler employs to construct his narrative
in this chapter are quite narrow in scope. He relies almost exclusively on Jeno Levai’s study of Wallenberg,
which was published in 1948.[3] ere is considerable
merit to Handler’s argument that Levai’s book is an important source that has been overlooked by those who
have wrien about Wallenberg, most of whom could not
read Hungarian. Yet many of the dozens of books on Wallenberg in the last two decades contain much useful information, some from Swedish archives. Handler simply
ignores these works, as well as an important article by
Eva Szabo, a Hungarian historian, that deals speciﬁcally
with the Hungarian context of Wallenberg’s mission.[4]

e ﬁrst four of the ﬁve chapters of the book are devoted to a sketch of the Hungarian regime between the
wars and political developments during World War II.
e author, himself a Hungarian survivor of the Holocaust, emphasizes the relatively favorable treatment of
Jews in Hungary compared to wartime conditions elsewhere in Nazi-dominated Europe. His treatment of the
material in this section of the book is workmanlike, but
he has lile new to say and in eﬀect he merely summarizes the ﬁndings of such scholars as Randolph Braham
and Gyorgy Ranki. However, there are some major omissions in the secondary sources Handler has consulted.
He makes very lile use of the pioneering work of C.A.
Macartney, and seems unaware of the important books
of Mario Fenyo on Hungary in World War II and Margit Szollosi-Janze on the Arrow Cross Movement.[1] My
own study of Admiral Horthy and his regime [2] apparently appeared too late for Handler to use. Because the
author has not made a systematic study of the secondary
literature, his narrative lacks comprehensiveness and his
interpretations are at times problematical.

Andrew Handler is the author of a number of valuable books on aspects of the history of the Jews in modern
Hungary, including an important study of Gyozo Istoczy,
the founder of modern Hungarian anti-Semitism.[5] e
book under review, however, is a disappointment. It is
poorly edited (for example, in chapter four the footnotes
are not synchronized with the text) and ultimately adds
lile to our understanding of the topic. e important
material could have been condensed into a journal article. ose interested in the mysteries surrounding Wallenberg’s mission in Budapest would do beer to turn to
a book recently published in Hungary [6], where it is suggested that Wallenberg was working closely with certain
Hungarian military oﬃcers active in the anti-Nazi resis-

e ﬁh chapter, in which Handler focuses more directly on the activities of Wallenberg, contains more useful and interesting material. Here he examines the complex story of how Wallenberg bargained and negotiated
with representatives of the Arrow Cross regime of Ferenc
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tance. ese oﬃcers apparently persuaded Wallenberg
to accept for safekeeping a group of resistance records,
including material on the Katyn Forest massacre provided by Polish oﬃcers hiding in Hungary. e Swedish
Embassy safe in which Wallenberg deposited these documents was later opened by the Russians, and it is possible
that the discovery of such sensitive material led to Wallenberg’s arrest and abduction to the Soviet Union.
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